
GIS, mapping and health: a study of stillbirth rates in Cumbria
Trevor Dummer

This paper considers the use of mapping in health studies, illustrating the discussion with examples from
a GIS-based analysis of stillbirth rates in Cumbria, 1950-89. Maps are presented using techniques rang-
ing from simple choropleth mapping to advanced techniques, such as Bayesian smoothing and boundary
free surface mapping. Important cartographic and statistical issues, including the modifiable areal unit
problem (MAUP), methods of data categorisation and the ecological fallacy, are considered. Recent de-
velopments in GIS and computer-based cartographic methods provide great scope for visualising health
data. However, the output from health and disease mapping studies must continue to be considered care-
fully with respect to both the techniques and data used, and the role of issues such as the MAUP.

Introduction

Maps play an important role in geography, both as

models of reality constructed to present facts about the

world and also as tools with which to highlight and investi-

gate spatial relationships (Howe, 1986). The latter is a

powerful way of generating ideas and hypotheses and has

an important role in health studies (Cliff and Haggett,

1988).

The origins of disease mapping date back to the 1790s

when spot maps were used to illustrate the distribution of

yellow fever in New York (Howe, 1986). Finke produced

the first map of world disease distribution in 1792, al-

though this has had little impact on cartography in general

or disease mapping in particular (Barrett, 2000). Medical

geographers usually cite John Snow’s analysis of cholera in

London in 1854 (Snow, 1855) as one of the first examples

of disease mapping. In Snow’s study spatial relationships

(between cholera cases and drinking water pumps) were

examined in order to identify the likely source of a cholera

outbreak. Snow deduced that the cholera infection was wa-

ter borne. Something of a myth has since developed around

Snow’s mapping analysis (McLeod, 2000). In reality

Snow’s famous spot map, showing cases clustered around a

particular water pump, played an illustrative rather than an-

alytical role, appearing in the second edition of his classic

work to illustrate what he had already concluded (Dorling,

1999; Brody et al, 2000; McLeod, 2000). Thus, it is a com-

mon misconception that Snow used the spot map to

identify the source of disease. However, the view that

modern epidemiology began with John Snow has more

substance – Snow collected and organised data on the out-

break of cholera to test and then prove his hypothesis that

sewage in water caused cholera (Terracini, 1992). Since

Snow’s classic work many atlases of disease distributions

have been produced (see for example Howe, 1970) and

there is no doubt that maps play an important role in de-

scribing, visualising and analysing health data (Cliff and

Haggett, 1988).

This paper uses techniques from disease mapping to

fulfil two functions: firstly to describe and, secondly, to ana-

lyse spatial patterns in stillbirth rates.

The databases: The Cumbrian births

database and Cumbrian GIS

The geographical study area was the administrative

county of Cumbria (Local Government Act, 1972), formed

in 1974 by merging the counties of Cumberland and

Westmorland, the Furness area of Lancashire and the rural

district of Sedbergh in the West Riding of Yorkshire (see fig-

ure 1).

Figure 1. Cumbria: the study area.

The study used the Cumbrian Births Database (CBD), a

database of all live and still births born in Cumbrian,

1950-93, which was developed at the Department of Child

Health, University of Newcastle (Parker et al, 1997). The
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database includes details of all deaths in the cohort. In addi-

tion, information on social class, birth order, multiple births

and postcode of birth was captured on to the database. The

CBD is linked at the unit postcode level to a detailed geo-

graphical information system (GIS) database, that

incorporates a wealth of spatial data, including

socio-economic, physical, industrial and infrastructure in-

formation. The integrated CBD and GIS provides a unique

resource for the exploration of adverse child health out-

comes in space and time, including mapping analyses, and

has been used to study a range of potential geographical and

environmental risk factors for stillbirth and infant deaths

(Dummer et al, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2002).

Cartographic methods

A range of mapping and spatial analysis techniques

were used in this research, ranging from simple choropleth

mapping of rates to advanced analytical methods such as

kernel density estimation (Silverman, 1986).

Choropleth mapping

Choropleth mapping techniques are used frequently to

display health-related data. The technique requires the data

to be categorised into groups. In this study stillbirth rates

were calculated for census wards, grouped into categories

and displayed using a shaded choropleth map. The

choropleth map is a useful tool for describing and visualis-

ing geographical variation in spatial data.

The use of choropleth techniques in epidemiology has

a number of limitations (Cliff and Haggett, 1988). These re-

late to issues concerning disease mapping in general,

particularly the issue of population size. For example,

when disease rates for administrative units, such as census

wards, are computed, high rates may appear due to chance

in areas of low population density. Because of low numbers

in the numerator and denominator the rate in low population

areas will have a large variance. One extra case in a low

population area may not have biological significance but

may generate an abnormally high rate. In addition, low

population density administrative units tend to be large in

area and thus a high rate in such a unit may be given undue

prominence when viewed on a choropleth map. Another

important issue is the problem of the spatial unit not having

any relationship with the distribution of the data being

mapped (Bracken, 1994; Holt et al, 1996).

When choropleth maps are used there are a number of

important cartographic issues to consider. These are the

choice of areal unit, the choice of colour and shading and

the choice of intervals to create the data categories

(Indrayan and Kumar, 1996).

The choice of spatial unit is often driven by the avail-

ability of data. However, if possible some consideration

should be given to the size of the unit – large units may

over-simplify the data and hide possible areas of interest,

very small units may produce extreme values due to low

population. Large areal units may also lead to

misclassification of environmental risk factors that are de-

fined at a community level and ascribed to individuals.

Mapping and analysing data using pre-defined areal

units, such as wards, can be problematic due to the modifi-

able areal unit problem (MAUP) (Openshaw, 1984;

Fotheringham and Wong, 1991; Green and Flowerdew,

1996). The MAUP is a problem of both zone definition and

scale. Zone definition issues occur because cases of interest

are assigned to a particular spatial zoning system, such as

aggregating disease cases to census wards, in order to calcu-

late incidence rates or perform analysis. The resulting

pattern of disease incidence may not be apparent when the

data are re-aggregated to other spatial zones, for example to

postcode districts. Hence, the process of drawing lines on a

map to create boundaries and aggregating data can drive re-

sults. The scale of analysis, in terms of the spatial resolution

of the aggregation system and the size of the spatial zones,

also causes MAUP issues and influences results. Hence, it

may be the process of data aggregation and the definition of

boundaries on the map, rather than the underlying spatial

distribution of the data, which create the spatial pattern

(Bracken, 1994). Although users of geographically aggre-

gated data must be aware of the MAUP (Green and

Flowerdew, 1996) there are no solutions for adequately

coping with the problem (Fotheringham et al, 2000). Use of

spatially disaggregated data makes sense, although for

some geographical phenomena this type of data is rarely

available, for instance socio-economic census data are only

published at the aggregate level. Constructing zones that

are optimal in terms of the underlying spatial structure of

the data or geographical phenomena might be useful

(Openshaw and Rao, 1995), although this means the struc-

ture of the areal units would be driven by the data. Tranmer

and Steel (1998) suggest a potential method of dealing with

the MAUP that incorporates an extra set of grouping vari-

ables within the statistical model. The grouping variables

are measured at the individual level, but are related to the

processes being measured at the aggregate level, and are

used to adjust the aggregate level analysis (see

Fotheringham et al, 2000 and Tranmer and Steel, 1998 for

more details). The difficulty is obtaining suitable individual

level data (Fotheringham et al, 2000). In summary, the

MAUP is an important issue for geographical analyses and

should be considered when the results of ecological and

mapping studies are presented.

Choice of colour, shade and pattern can greatly influ-

ence the way the map is perceived and interpreted and care

must be taken not to choose colours or patterns that dispro-

portionately over-emphasise certain areas (Monmonier,

1991). This is particularly important when dealing with

spatial units that vary greatly in area.

An important consideration often left to arbitrary

judgement is that of the choice of data interval (Indrayan

and Kumar, 1996). In order to represent a variable, such as a

rate, on a choropleth map the data must be grouped into cat-

egories. The choice of the number of groups to use and the

cut-points between groups is important, as different meth-

ods may lead to different results. The general rule is four to

ten classes, with the actual number dependent on factors

such as audience, spatial patterns in the data and dis-

play/printing capabilities (Evans, 1977).
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Choice of cut-points for categorising the data groups is

more problematic. Four principal methods of selecting

classes are available (Evans, 1977). Exogenous methods

are fixed in relation to meaningful values derived from data

external to that being mapped, such as a critical threshold

value. Arbitrary methods group the data using no method of

reasoning and should be avoided. Idiographic methods use

relationships in the data to define the intervals, such as iden-

tifying natural breaks or defining classes with the same

number of features in each group. A fourth method (Evans,

1977) is serial, which uses statistics from the overall distri-

bution of the data, such as the mean or standard deviation.

Serial methods include techniques that define groups by

standard deviations or percentiles above/below the mean.

The software used in this study ArcView GIS 3.2

(ESRI, 1999) provides techniques drawn from idiographic

and serial methods for classifying data prior to producing a

choropleth map (ESRI, 1999), including: natural breaks,

quantile, equal interval and standard deviation. Natural

breaks uses Jenks’ optimisation algorithm (ESRI, 1999) to

minimise the sum of the variances within each of the classes

in order to identify patterns (clusters) within the data and is

most suitable for naturally clustered data. The quantile

method divides the data such that each class has the same

number of features within it. It is best suited to linearly dis-

tributed data that does not have large numbers of features

with the same value. Cliff and Haggett (1988) use the

quantile technique as a method of identifying regions with

extreme values by highlighting the units that are in the larg-

est quantile as “significantly high”. Equal interval

classification divides the data into equal-sized sub-ranges.

The standard deviation (SD) method calculates the mean of

the data and then creates ranges using cut-points either ¼,

½, or 1 SD above and below the mean. It is useful for cate-

gorising data that has very high or low values at the tails of

the data range, and can be used to identify extreme values.

A crucial first step in producing a choropleth map in-

volves calculating summary statistics for the dataset to be

mapped. Inspecting the distribution of the data assists in de-

ciding which method is used to define the class intervals

(Evans, 1977). Quantile and standard deviation methods

are generally best with normally distributed data, but are

not effective with skewed data (Smith, 1986). In contrast,

natural breaks is often unsuitable for normally distributed

data (Smith, 1986) but is effective for skewed data. How-

ever, the selection of methods also depends on what the

cartographer wants to show.

Poisson probability mapping

Poisson probability mapping (Choynowski, 1958;

Cliff and Haggett, 1988) is a technique used to identify ar-

eas on a map that have extreme values. The technique

compares an observed number of events with an expected

number and calculates the probability of the observed num-

ber being significantly lower or significantly higher than

that expected, assuming that the process generating the data

was spatially random.

For example, if comparing the observed number of

stillbirths in a ward with the expected number of stillbirths –

under the null hypothesis that there is no extra-Poisson vari-

ation in the stillbirth rate within the study area – then the

probability of obtaining a number of stillbirths greater than

or equal to that observed is:

Where: Oij is the observed number of stillbirths in ward i
and time period j, Eij is the expected number of stillbirths in
ward i and time period j.

P values that are significant (p<0.05) can be mapped to

identify areas with extremely low or high observed number

of events. A problem with mapping p values, however, is

that statistically significant p values are more likely to occur

in areas with large populations, which are generally urban

areas, because significance is related to sample size (Lang-

ford, 1994). Clustering of urban areas may give rise to

clusters of significant p values that are not the result of any

underlying variation in risk (Langford, 1994). One poten-

tial method of overcoming this problem is to re-engineer the

areal units used to create new units that are relatively ho-

mogenous in terms of population numbers or possibly other

descriptive variables, such as deprivation. For example,

Haining et al (1994) re-engineer the census geography in

Sheffield by grouping together wards with similar depriva-

tion levels, as the basis for a geographical analysis of cancer

rates.

Methods of smoothing data

As discussed, mapping Poisson probabilities or rates

can be problematic. Hence a number of techniques have

been developed to map rates or relative risk ratios (RR) that

adjust for the variation in underlying population structure

by applying a degree of smoothing to the calculated rates.

Two useful methods of smoothing are based on Bayes

theory. Empirical Bayes adjusts the local values to the

global mean without taking into account spatial relations in

the data (Clayton and Kaldor, 1987) and full Bayes adjusts

the local values for spatial autocorrelation (Estève et al,

1994). For example, in a standard analysis of stillbirth risk

by n wards the relative risk Ri in each ward compared to the

standard risk is described as the standardised stillbirth ratio

(SSR), which is taken to Oi/Ei where Oi is the observed

number of stillbirths and Ei is the expected number of still-

births (Estève et al, 1994). In the standard approach Ri is

considered to be fixed and unknown. In the Bayesian ap-

proach Ri is taken to vary geographically and is estimated

from the variation between areas (in this example wards).

Hence the mean and variance of Ri can be obtained and used

to adjust (smooth) the estimates of the SSR in each ward. A

refinement to this method can be used to allow for the ef-

fects of spatial autocorrelation in the data (Estève et al,

1994).

This study used empirical Bayes methods (Clayton and

Kaldor, 1987) to compute standardised stillbirth ratios (ad-

justed for the effects of social class, birth order and year of
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birth) for census wards prior to mapping the results using

choropleth methods.

Boundary free mapping

Boundary free mapping moves analysis away from the

problems associated with arbitrary spatial units because, by

definition, spatial boundaries are not used in the analysis.

POINTDENSITY is an Arc/Info and ArcView function that

calculates the density of points within a defined set of out-

put GRID cells, where the density is calculated as the

number of points per unit area (ESRI, 1997). For example,

if a set of points in a study area represent births

POINTDENSITY can be used to generate a GRID dataset

of births per square kilometre.

Using the simple POINTDENSITY option a neigh-

bourhood is defined around each output cell and the number

of points within the neighbourhood is divided by the neigh-

bourhood area. POINTDENSITY in Arc/Info also supports

kernel density estimation (Silverman, 1986) whereby a

continuously smooth surface is fitted over each input point

by weighting the area surrounding the point proportionately

to its distance from the point and then moving to the next

point (ESRI, 1997). The surface value decreases from its

highest value at the point location to zero at a user-defined

distance from the point (the bandwidth). The density for

each output GRID cell is the sum of all the kernel densities

that intersect the centre of the output cell. Hence smooth

density surfaces can be generated without aggregating data

to areal units.

The choice of bandwidth, the user-defined distance

where the surface value declines to zero, is crucial (Sabel et

al, 2000). Large bandwidths may over-smooth the data and

hide spatial patterns whereas very small bandwidths will

highlight localised patterns but make interpretation diffi-

cult because of the complexity of the resulting map.

POINTDENSITY and kernel density estimation have

been used in epidemiological studies to generate smooth

surfaces of disease risk (Gatrell et al, 1996; Sabel et al,

2000) and were used in this study to generate relative risk

(RR) surfaces of stillbirth risk. It was assumed that the live

and still births were drawn from the same distribution.

Hence kernel densities were derived for still and live births

and the RR was calculated as the ratio of the stillbirth kernel

to the live birth kernel.

Sabel et al (2000) use a method, based on Kelsall and

Diggle (1995) whereby confidence intervals, known as tol-

erance bands, were derived to highlight areas where the RR

was significantly higher or lower. This was achieved by as-

suming the process generating the spatial pattern was

random, i.e. both the cases and controls (underlying popula-

tion) belong to the same sample distribution. Hence, each

case and control was randomised to be either a simulated

case or control and the RR map was re-generated. This pro-

cess is repeated using a Monte-Carlo simulation, say for

1,000 simulations, and the upper and lower 95% tolerance

bands are established, which are overlaid on to the RR map

to identify areas of significant raised RR (Sabel et al, 2000).

Due to the size of the dataset in this study 95% tolerance

bands were not produced.

Results

Mapping stillbirth rates

Figure 2 shows choropleth maps of stillbirth rates by

census ward and decade. The data for 1950-59 were nor-

mally distributed; therefore the data in 1950-59 were

grouped using the quantile method. This categorisation

was applied to the remaining decades to enable a compari-

son of change in rates over time.

Figure 2. Stillbirth rates by census ward and decade,

1950-89.

Figure 2 highlights the substantial decline in stillbirth

rates over time and the geographical heterogeneity in still-

birth risk. As discussed, the choice of spatial unit and the

intervals for aggregating the data were important, as they

might directly influence the observed pattern.

Figure 3 shows stillbirth rates re-calculated by post-

code districts (larger units than wards) and displayed using

circles proportional to the rate in each district. This method

has the advantage of not requiring the data to be grouped

into categories for display purposes.

Similar to figure 2, the postcode district maps show

both the overall decline in stillbirth rates over time and the

geographical heterogeneity in rates. However, in some ar-

eas the pattern was markedly different (highlighted in

figure 4). For example, in 1960-69 there was a very high

rate in the postcode district just below Whitehaven on the

west coast – see figure 3. In contrast, the wards covering the

same area in figure 2 did not show correspondingly high

rates, see figure 4. This high rate occurred due to the small

number of births in the particular postcode district. There-
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fore, the discrepancy in rates is almost certainly a result of

the areal aggregation process and the choice of spatial unit.

In other words, aggregating the data to different spatial

units affected the results, and represents a clear example of

the MAUP.

Figure 4. Evidence for the MAUP – the effects of data

aggregation on stillbirth rates.

Poisson probability mapping

Figure 5 shows the results of the Poisson probability

mapping of stillbirths by wards, with p values < 0.05 identi-

fied. The expected number of stillbirths in each ward was

calculated using logistic regression (Hosmer and

Lemeshow, 1989), adjusting for the effects of year of birth,

social class and birth order in the population at risk.

Figure 5. Poisson probability mapping of stillbirths by

ward and decade, 1950-89.

Significant results in the Poisson probability mapping

may have arisen through chance. There were 168 wards in

Cumbria at the 1981 census, hence at the 95% significance

level (p=0.05) approximately eight significant results

would be expected due to chance. In all time periods except

1950-59 there were fewer than eight wards with a signifi-

cant excess of stillbirths. For the time period 1950-59 there

were 12 wards with significantly higher than expected num-

bers of stillbirths. Hence, in 1950-59 the “global” model

(year of birth, social class, birth order) used to describe still-

birth risk across the whole county did not adequately

explain the pattern of risk at the community (ward) level.

The data show evidence of spatial non-stationarity

(Fotheringham et al, 2001); the global statistical model was

not always representative at the local ward level. These re-

sults may be due, in part, to the Poisson probability

mapping technique, which has a tendency for significant re-

sults in densely populated areas with a high number of

births (Cliff and Haggett, 1988). These results may also be

due to multiple testing or missing risk factors, such as com-

munity deprivation, smoking prevalence, other lifestyle

factors or environmental risks such as industrial pollution.

However, the Poisson probability maps are suggestive of a

risk that is geographical and independent of individual so-

cial class.
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Figure 3. Stillbirth rates by postcode district and de-

cade, 1950-89.
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Standardised stillbirth ratios – smoothed and

un-smoothed analysis

The standardised stillbirth ratio (SSR) is the ratio of the

observed number of stillbirths to the expected number of

stillbirths. Figure 6 compares the results of two methods for

calculating SSRs. The standard method computed the ratio

of the observed and the expected number of stillbirths in

each ward. The smoothing method used an empirical Bayes

algorithm to smooth the SSRs – essentially “pulling in” the

ratios to the overall “global” mean of the data (Clayton and

Kaldor, 1987). In both cases the expected number of still-

births was estimated from all births in Cumbria, adjusting

for the effects of social class, birth order and time.

Figure 6. Comparing standard and empirical Bayes

smoothing methods for generating standardised still-

birth ratios (SSRs), by ward, 1950-89.

Using the same categorisation method to display the

results shows that the Bayes technique over-smoothed the

data, resulting in very little variation in stillbirth risk, al-

though in relative terms the higher and lower ratios on each

map coincide. The Bayes approach is a way of filtering out

noise in the data that arises due to variability in population

size for different areal units and the effect this has on the

variance of the ratios calculated. In this example adjusting

the ratios to the global mean of the data resulted in the re-

moval of most of the geographical variation – suggesting

that the geographical heterogeneity displayed in the

choropleth and Poisson probability mapping was poten-

tially a product of the techniques used.

Boundary free mapping using kernel density estimation

Figure 7 shows “relative risk surfaces” for stillbirths by

decade. The surfaces were derived through kernel density

estimation. Two surfaces were generated; one for stillbirths

and one for live births. The surfaces represented the density

(in km2) of the live and still births, smoothed using kernel

estimation (Silverman, 1986). The risk surfaces displayed

are the ratio of the stillbirth surface to the live birth surface,

hence high relative risk indicates areas where the density of

stillbirths was greater than the density of live births. The

density estimation method in Arc/Info did not generate a

surface beyond the spatial boundary of the input dataset, as

defined by the grid references of the births. Hence, the

maps are truncated at the edges because the surfaces were

not interpolated to the actual administrative boundary of

Cumbria.

Figure 7. Stillbirth relative risk surfaces by decade,

1950-89.

The boundary free “risk surface” maps are an attempt

to overcome MAUP issues and the problems of varying

population size, thus moving away from the aggregation of

the individual level data to arbitrary spatial units, as with

Poisson probability mapping. A visual comparison of the

boundary free maps with the results of the Poisson probabil-

ity mapping shows some consistency between the areas

identified as having higher stillbirth risk, particularly

around Whitehaven during 1950-59. It is unclear whether

community deprivation – which was not available for this

time period – accounted for any of this increased risk. As

noted previously, the calculation of tolerance intervals – to

identify areas on the maps with significantly high RR (as

suggested by Sabel et al, 2000) – was not implemented due

to the large number of births in the study.

Discussion: visualising stillbirth rates

Choropleth mapping was a useful starting point for

visualising the spatial distribution of stillbirth rates. Geo-

graphical heterogeneity in stillbirth prevalence was
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highlighted. The decline in stillbirth rates over time was not

homogenous across Cumbria.

However, disease mapping has limitations. For in-

stance, different results were obtained from the stillbirth

maps by ward and postcode sector, illustrating the modifi-

able areal unit problem (MAUP), where the choice of areal

unit and the data aggregation process – necessary to calcu-

late the rates – influenced the observed pattern (Openshaw,

1984). As this research confirms, a problem with

choropleth mapping is the reliance on administrative

boundaries that vary in geographical and population size.

Many wards with very high stillbirth rates in the later de-

cades had low population and hence the variance on the

rates was high. Thus the high rates were a consequence of a

small number of stillbirths. Because these wards were in-

variably rural they were large in size, affording undue

prominence to these areas when they were mapped. In real-

ity the large rates did not have biological significance and

usually represented only one or two stillbirths. Similarly,

MAUP issues may influence the variation in risk suggested

by the Poisson probability maps.

We should be cautious in our interpretation of these

findings. Maps can be used to identify patterns and suggest

possible risk factors for adverse health outcomes, but we

should be careful not to infer causation from such analyses.

Area-based mapping (such as choropleth techniques or

Poisson probability analysis) provides aggregated informa-

tion about areas or regions. Assuming that individual

people within each area share the same attributes (i.e. dis-

ease risk) as the area as a whole is the ecological fallacy –

the spurious assumption that relationships apparent at an

aggregate (area) level can be applied to all individuals

within the area. Clearly, it follows that we must be aware of

this important issue when interpreting the results from map-

ping studies. Such aggregate studies can only suggest

potential area-level associations.

A major strength of the Cumbrian Births Database and

Cumbrian GIS is the geo-referencing of all births to unit

postcodes. Arc/Info and ArcView GIS supports boundary

free mapping, by utilising density techniques and the loca-

tion of individual births, thus overcoming the limitations of

mapping using data aggregated to areal units. Thus, adopt-

ing cartographic analysis methods within a GIS framework

provided a useful approach for this health study.

In summary, the maps in this paper highlight spatial

heterogeneity in stillbirth risk. Whilst stillbirth rates de-

clined substantially over time in Cumbria there was some

variation in the decline in rates at the sub-regional (ward)

level. Thus the visualisation of geographical variation in

stillbirth rates provided evidence for risk that might have a

geographical or environmental basis. Geographical (and

social) inequalities in health point to risks that apply differ-

entially across social groups and might relate to

environmental conditions – for instance, lifestyle choices

(e.g. smoking), living conditions (e.g. housing quality) or

exposure to environmental or occupational pollution.

Mapping analyses can also add support for further

studies focussing on specific places. For instance, the still-

birth mapping identified areas that had unusually high or

low stillbirth rates. Thus a valuable further study might in-

volve more detailed analysis investigating the specific

characteristics of wards with unusually high or low still-

birth rates. In particular, identifying and focussing on areas

of “good health” can help support public health knowledge

(Gatrell, 2002).

Conclusions

Cartography (and GIS-based mapping) can play a ma-

jor role in describing and analysing health outcomes.

However, we need to pay careful attention to important geo-

graphical, statistical and cartographic issues, including

phenomena such as the MAUP. Map-based analyses can be

used to inform further health studies, including exploratory

and descriptive work, but crucially, we must be careful not

to infer causal processes from descriptive mapping.
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